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Recreational Systems International

ABOUT US

Do you want something more than the market’s standard solution?

“WHY FIT IN, IF YOU
CAN STAND OUT”

Recreational Systems International (RSI) unites 

several business units that each offer unique sports 

solutions. Our products answer the demand for 

affordable, flexible, high-quality and 

low-maintenance sports facilities. These products 

allow for use in both professional venues and 

community grounds.

It is the collective expertise available within our 

group and drive to be innovative that can be 

credited for the many ground-breaking solutions 

we have introduced since the late 90s.

To us, innovation and product development are 

the keys to laying the foundation of quality sports 

facilities.

As we are a one-stop shop, we are well-positioned 

to assist clubs, municipalities and governments 

from around the globe.

All products within our portfolio contribute to 

achieving savings and to making any type of sports 

facility become more sustainable. They also 

contribute to the profitability of the club or sports 

facility without affecting its key purpose or 

mandate: providing a safe and reliable sports and 

exercise experience.

All our products and procedures are fully 

compliant with all international standards. 

They are also being recognized by all relevant

international sports authorities.

DID YOU KNOW THAT:

• our LED floodlights can achieve up to 70% 

energy savings?

• stadiums increasingly value our LED 

assimilation technology?

• our Base Panel system makes excessive 

groundworks for subbases redundant?

• the Pindot-technology we introduced 

reduces production cost and increases 

carpet quality?



Supporter of the United Nations

The United Nations state that sports ‘promote 

cooperation and solidarity, tolerance, 

understanding, social inclusion, and health, at local, 

national, and international levels’. To them, sports 

is vital to achieving the Millennium Development 

Goals as were drafted at the beginning of this 

millennium.

RSI still endorses these goals and ambitions by 

developing and offering quality infrastructure for a 

wide scope of sports facilities. We offer solutions 

that fit everybody’s needs and can provide a place 

to improve health, a sense of belonging, self-esteem 

and social cohesion. Our sustainable and modular 

solutions make it possible to establish quality sports 

facilities anywhere, anyhow and anytime.  

All our products are made of materials of the 

highest grade. This enables them to withstand the 

excessive use sports facilities usually experience.

They also meet the high-quality standards that 

have been set for professional games or venues.

The solutions offered by RSI ensure any type of 

facility can meet the expectations of players, 

owners, fans and the community collectively,

regardless of their age, gender or sports ambitions.

The designs of many of our solutions make it 

possible to use low-skilled labor when establishing 

or improving a facility. It is a benefit that can help 

improve the community. By using players, parents 

and locals when assembling the product or facility, 

the construction cost will be reduced, while the 

sense of ownership and social cohesion will greatly 

be improved. It is a benefit best described as 

‘priceless’!

“SUSTAINABILITY, A CHANCE 
TO BE EFFICIENT”

SUSTAINABILITY   

Recreational Systems International

In 2000, all 191 member states of the United 

Nations adopted the following eight goals 

that collectively have been termed the ‘the 

Millennium Development Goals’:

• To eradicate extreme poverty and hunger;

• To achieve universal primary education;

• To promote gender equality and empower  

   women;

• To reduce child mortality;

• To improve maternal health;

• To combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other    

    diseases;

• To ensure environmental sustainability; and

• To develop a global partnership for 

   development.



Recreational Systems International

“WE EXCEL IN SPORTS 
INFRASTRUCTURE”



RSI offers smart and affordable solutions that enable 

venue owners to increase their profitability, reduce 

their maintenance cost, provide a better player-, 

fan- and sponsor experience and allow sports 

participation for a much wider public.

Our solutions provide a solid foundation for athletes 

dreaming of participating in a Fifa, Fih, ITF, World

Rugby, NBA, Iaaf or any other sports tournament or 

league. Our products also assist local governments and 

clubs to fulfill a mandate.

“ALL IN ONE 
CONCEPT” LED Technology

Panel Systems

Sports and Events Domes

Sports Performance

Sports Infra Systems

Artificial and Hybrid Turf

Recreational Systems International



“UP TO  50% LESS ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION”

LED Technology a Recreational Systems International Company

LED technology allows for a perfect color rendering, 

wider color spectrum and more flexible use of a 

facility. That is why LED light is more effective, most 

appreciated and considered to be an enabler to 

deliver any required quality.

Over and above, LED technology also has the 

advantage that it only requires a fraction of the 

energy consumed by conventional illumination 

technology.

The RSI LED technology portfolio encompasses 

everything from LED perimeter boarding to 

floodlights and assimilation technology.  

 

Increase your revenue and improve the safety of 

your venue by using our LED perimeter boarding.

Our offering is suitable for both professional 

venues as well as community grounds with a clear 

marketing drive and ambition.

The technology allows for showing 

advertisements, video clips or messages. As we 

only use the best-quality LED diodes and control 

technology, each message is shown exactly as the 

advertiser intended.

The control equipment we use also allows for the 

changing of the message automatically or at the 

touch of a button. This will come in handy when 

communicating messages or instructions that will 

enhance the visitors’ experience or improve their 

safety.

LED 
TECHNOLOGY

LED 
PERIMETER 
BOARDING

Leading global information and research 

company Nielsen has identified ‘sponsor- to 

partnership’ as one of five sports industry 

trends predicted for the years to come. They 

foresee that:

• Sponsorships will become more flexible and 

tailored, and will include more value-in-kind;

• Brands will seek rights holders that 

understand their business strategies and can 

align sponsorships with them;

• Rights holders will invest more in digital 

content and activation capabilities, in order to 

engage fans, collect data and service 

sponsors; and

• Rights holders that can prove their value 

using data will take larger shares of the 

sponsorship revenue pie.

BENEFITS

• More revenue from advertising.

• Improved venue safety.



“THE SCIENCE OF TODAY IS THE 
TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW”
-Edward Teller-

LED Technology a Recreational Systems International Company

Improve your natural grass pitch by using smart 

technology. RSI is the exclusive distributor of

Rhenac GreenTec LED assimilation technology. 

The color rendering produced by these LED lighting 

rigs stimulate germination, the development of 

premature grass blades and pitch regeneration.

Proper grass growth conditions are usually 

hindered by non-conducive venue design. Rhenac 

GreenTec was the first company to recognize the 

significance of supplementing a balanced 

combination of color to grass pitches.

In conjunction with scientists from the Technical 

University of Munich, Rhenac GreenTec 

established the exact dose blue or red parts of the 

visible spectrum. This is the type of light grasses 

need for photosynthesis.

They were also the first to succeed in packaging this 

knowledge in LED-powered lighting rigs.

The highly accurate LED technology used allows the 

rigs to deliver this dose with pinpoint accuracy onto 

the sections of the field where it is needed. 

The Rhenac GreenTec LED technology consumes 

less energy and produces less heat compared to 

conventional sodium vapor luminaires used in out 

dated technology. That is why they not only deliver 

but also maintain their commitment to ensuring a 

good quality natural grass pitch. 

BENEFITS

• Speed up germination and recovery.

• More dense, stable and healthier pitch.

LED 
TECHNOLOGY

RSI offers three different units:

• The R-ML30 is perfectly suitable for goal  

   mouth and problem areas.

• The R-ML200 is a mobile unit that can cover  

   an entire pitch.

• The R-BL is a fully automated system with  

   data-gathering equipment and sprinklers  

   adding additional value. 

Influence of light explained

All vegetation is sensitive to shade. Plants 

require light and CO2 for photosynthesis. 

Stimulating or adjusting the Daily Light 

Integral (DLI) could help to reduce the rooting 

time of cuttings and seedlings, and increase 

crop quality at reduced levels of energy.

Light is the driving force for photosynthesis, 

the process that changes sunlight into 

chemical energy within plants and grasses. 

During photosynthesis, water is split in a 

chemical reaction and separated into oxygen 

and hydrogen. In this process carbon dioxide 

(CO2) is converted into sugar.

A general rule of thumb is that 1% more light 

will produce a similar percentage increase in 

growth, resulting in a 1% higher yield.



UV-C600 SYSTEM
FRANZ-KREMER-STADIUM

LED Technology a Recreational Systems International Company

Its knowledge about light and light quantity has 

enabled Rhenac GreenTec to develop a sustainable 

and environmentally friendly treatment for algae, 

fungus and diseases commonly experienced in 

natural grass fields.

The Rhenac GreenTec UV-C produces a specifically 

defined color green that frustrates the growth of 

fungus and algae on any surface. The light can also 

treat plant diseases.

The UV-C unit folds out to a width of 6m. 

It fits on any tractor commonly used by grounds

maintenance crews. Thanks to special foam 

makers, a full-size football field can be treated 

within 30 to 45 minutes. We can offer an adjusted 

version that can be used for golf courses or other 

areas where slopes occur.

  

Documented data show a 95% reduction of fungus 

and algae when a field is treated two or three times 

a week.

The Rhenac GreenTec UV-C has proven to be 

effective on both natural and synthetic surfaces.

Adopting this method allows club and venue 

owners to save on pesticides or the need for special 

permits.

BENEFITS

• Sustainable solution for maintaining 

   natural grass pitches.

• Easy to use.

LED GRASS CARE
TECHNOLOGY



Put your facility in the picture while hardly 

experiencing any consequences. LED floodlights 

are indifferent to regular on/off switching. They 

strike instantly and immediately produce the light 

intensity needed. Connected to smart management 

systems, the same LED luminaire can be used to 

illuminate lower league games as well as top league 

games and produce light intensity and uniformity 

accordingly. That also allows for illuminating only 

those fields or courts that are being used.

The LED floodlight solutions in our portfolio have 

proven to be capable of achieving up to 70% 

energy savings for an average club. These LED 

floodlights have an economic life-span of up to 25 

years. The lumen depreciation they experience is 

less than 1.5% per year.

Our suppliers over-engineer their luminaires to 

compensate for this natural loss that luminaires 

experience. Suffice to say that a well-maintained 

LED luminaire supplied by RSI will still deliver 

according to the requirements at the end of its 

economic life-span. Even when one LED fails, the 

luminaire will still produce sufficient light, as each 

luminaire is assembled from hundreds of LEDs.

Perfect experience 

The uniformity and color rendering achieved 

provides perfect vision. This enhances the 

spectator experience and improves the quality 

of officiating, as well as the game itself, as the 

improved contrast enables a much faster detection 

of movement.

Fans, players and officials can act accordingly. 

The LED luminaires we offer allow for the easy 

retrofitting of any sports facility. A replacement of 

masts or cables is no longer needed. Their wireless 

connectivity to the controls allows for installation 

without the need to dig trenches or disrupt the 

surroundings. Except for better light and a 

reduction in energy consumption, nobody will 

notice a difference.

BENEFITS

• Improves player and spectator experience.

• Reduces the energy consumption.

• Maintains high illumination quality for a 

   longer period.

LED 
FLOODLIGHTS

“LIGHT UP THE  
DARKNESS”
-Bob Marley-

LED Technology a Recreational Systems International Company

Using LED saves CO2

An average hockey club that replaces it 

conventional luminaires with LED luminaires 

will save CO2. Estimates show that the CO2 

saved is the equivalent of what would have 

been produced by an 80 km highway illuminated 

in accordance with European standards.



Don’t worry any longer about the impact of the 

weather on your pitch. Our portfolio includes a 

variety of heating solutions for any type of surface 

or pitch.

These smart heating systems will automatically 

engage and disengage based on preset 

parameters. They also allow remote control of the 

heating system, enabling the groundsman to 

undertake other duties.

The smart controls, which enable selective heating 

of parts of the field, contribute to reduced energy 

consumption and increased efficiency.

RSI installs the systems in close cooperation with 

grounds maintenance teams to achieve the best 

results and reduce the likelihood of damage during 

maintenance. The systems we offer are all CE and 

NEN compliant. 

BENEFITS

•  Cancellations a thing of the past.

•  Another tool to manage the germination process.

HEATING  
SYSTEMS

“BEING ABLE TO PLAY 
ALL YEAR ROUND”

Heating Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

     Heating systems USA Baseball



“CHAIRS ARE ARCHITECTURE, 
SOFAS ARE BOURGEOIS”
-Le Corbusier-

Provide maximum comfort and enhance the

experience of anybody visiting or using your venue.

The seating solutions we offer are tailored to

deliver everybody’s needs.

Our seating solutions provide comfort and class to 

every fan or facility. Happy and comfortable fans 

means more spending, thereby reducing the ROI of 

the entire facility.

We offer everything from arena benches and 

grandstands to tip-up seats and even fully 

upholstered seats with backrests.

All seats have been tried and tested to withstand 

the stresses excited fans release during the most 

intense minutes. The seats are easy to clean and, 

should the need arise, easy to replace by informed 

maintenance teams.

Seats can be supplied in any color and, upon 

request, with any message printed, stitched or 

engraved in the seat.

BENEFITS

• Fans returning more often thanks to comfort     

   provided.

• Enhanced appearance of the venue.

SEATING  
SYSTEMS

     Camp Nou seating 

Seating Systems a Recreational Systems International Company



Cover your natural grass to protect it from the 

elements or to enhance its condition. Covering will 

only yield results when the best quality materials are 

being used.

The covers RSI offers are specifically designed to 

provide extra care to your natural grass surface. 

They insulate the pitch, thereby providing the best 

growing conditions. They also protect the grass from 

the elements.

The covers allow for rapid field covering as well 

as easy cleaning. Fields that have been fitted with 

pitch heating can save up to 50% of the electricity 

required for heating to stimulate germination. The 

thermal properties of the cover guarantee maximum 

insulation.

RSI offers the following  covering systems:

• Recovering cover: 

protects natural grass and accelerates vegetation 

processes.

• Insulating cover:   

Allows for quick removal of snow and ice and the 

impact of low temperatures.

• Rain cover: 

Protects natural grass and synthetic turf from rain 

and sleet.

BENEFITS

• Enables another way to generate revenue.

• Protection of the pitch guaranteed.

• Reduces vulnerability to sudden temperature   

   changes.

COVERING  
SYSTEMS

“TAKING CARE OF OUR BELONGINGS 
IS AN ACT OF MATURITY”
-Tracy McMillan-

Covering Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

More lettable floor space

Apart from being the biggest asset at many 

sports venues, the field itself is also the 

largest space that can be rented out during 

the off-periods. Venues using their field to 

host events have experienced a revenue 

increase that rivals that of hosting games and 

training sessions. 



Panel Systems

“GET THE FUNDAMENTALS RIGHT 
AND THE LEVEL OF EVERYTHING 
YOU DO WILL RISE”
-Michael Jordan-

a Recreational Systems International Company

Provide a safe and durable surface that can be 

used by anybody. The quality, durability and safety 

of each floor are determined by its ability to 

absorb shocks and produce the required properties 

underfoot.

Base Panel is a unique and modular system that 

enables both indoor and outdoor sports floors to 

deliver accordingly.

The unique springy properties of the panels

significantly reduce the jarring of joints. The panels 

comply with the World Rugby test for Head Injury 

Criteria (HIC) and ensure that any artificial turf field 

is compliant with the standards dictated for FIFA 

Quality, FIFA Quality Pro and World Rugby.

 

Base Panel allows for the installation of a sports 

floor on any type of surface and requires little to 

no groundworks. Providing the surface is flat, Base 

Panel guarantees a safe and durable sports field.

As only the top 10 cm of the surface will be 

worked, it will save 50 to 80% of the excavation 

and sand replacement work usually associated 

with installing a quality sports field.

The panels are made of polypropylene (PP) and 

hardly experience any degradation in quality. 

Once installed, Base Panels provide fields and 

playgrounds with a lasting and safe surface. 

The bearing load for the panels also allows for 

hosting events or vehicles on the field.

As installing the panels doesn’t require any 

knowledge or experience, inviting the community 

to participate in the installation can result in 

additional savings.

BENEFITS

• Improving the safety of a field.

• Achieving savings due to the limited ground  

   works required.

BASE PANEL 
SYSTEMS



SPORTS PANELS
INDOOR / OUTDOOR

European Panel Systems offers an innovative, 

modular hardcourt system for both indoors and 

outdoors. Priority is given to user comfort. Thanks 

to its unique springy properties, surfaces are 

significantly less jarring for the joints. Back, ankles 

and knees are optimally protected, and the risk of 

injury is dramatically reduced.

Quality and durability are decisive factors in the 

choice of hardcourts. Our surfaces are resistant to 

discoloring, humidity, mold formation and 

bacteria. Cold, heat and extreme temperature 

variations also have no influence on them. The 

surface is UV-resistant and anti-static. The special 

upper layer ensures a quick-drying surface. 

We offer a 15-year guarantee on both indoor and 

outdoor systems.

Panel Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

HARDCOURT PANELS
OUTDOOR

Quick Assembly  •  Up to 50% cooler than other surfaces  •  
Utilize one location for multiple sports  •  Year round usablility

GAME

SPEED 
OUTDOOR

SPEED 
INDOOR

SKATE

COMPETE

COLOR OPTIONS IN- & OUTDOOR

Black

Navy Blue

Emerald Green

Pistachio

Purple

Orange

Yellow

Burgundy

Rust Red

White

Bright Red

Sand

Slate Green Olive Green

Graphite

Royal Blue

Titanium

Light Blue



HYDRO ARTIFICIAL 
TURF SYSTEM (HATS)

Save on installation cost and increase the player 

experience. RSI Hydro Panel system is the first 

water-conscious artificial turf system. The special 

water retaining mineral wool layer underneath the 

carpet absorbs water and releases it in a controlled 

manner. The layer also acts as a shock pad. Thanks 

to the controlled water retaining and releasing 

capacity of the mineral wool, the overall 

temperature over the artificial turf field will be 

reduced significantly. 

Players suffering from heat stress and fatigue 

caused by warm ambient temperatures will be 

something of the past. Mineral wool also has 

the advantage that it takes days before all water 

absorbed, is released. Thanks to this ability of this 

natural material, an irrigation system is no longer 

necessary. 

BENEFITS

• Irrigation system no longer needed.

• Providing healthier conditions to play on 

   artificial turf.

Panel Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

50  mm Artificial Turf

10 mm EPDM - TPE - SBR - CORK

25 mm Quartz sand

Hydro Panel

40 mm Stone aggregate

Soil

DID YOU KNOW THAT:

The average temperature on an artificial 

grass field can drop by 20°C when a water 

absorbing layer is added to the system? 

Water that is contained underneath the 

surface, away from direct heat, will not 

evaporate hence it will cool down the field 

much longer.



CIRCULAR TURF  
SYSTEM (CTS)

Reduce time and impact that the installation of 

artificial turf has on your facility and its immediate 

vicinity. By using Base Panel for the Circular Turf 

System, excavation and replacing sand to form a 

new subbase is no longer need.

Circular Turf System is also the first artificial turf 

system that is entirely made of components that 

can easily be reclaimed and recycled. 

The system uses a 50mm carpet that is produced 

by using our unique Pindot technology. The Base 

Panels ensure that the field meets its requirements 

for shock absorption and energy restitution. 

Special impermeable IPD foam underneath the 

Base Panels prevents the soil underneath from 

being affected by the climate conditions. Thanks to 

the combination of IPD foam and Base Panel, 

it only requires working the top 5 cm to prepare 

the perfect base for your artificial turf system. 

Less vehicle movement

It can take several hundred truckloads to remove 

and replace soil to produce the required subbase 

for an artificial turf system. Apart from their 

ecological footprint, the many trucks can also 

attribute to traffic congestion, increased noise and 

air pollution as well as a heightened risk for people 

living or working in the vicinity of the project.  

BENEFITS

• Less impact on the environment and the vicinity.

• Better shock absorbing and energy restitution

   capabilities. 

Panel Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

50 mm Artificial Turf

10 mm EPDM - TPE - SBR - CORK

25 mm Quartz sand

22 mm Base Panel

Impermeable IPD foam

40 mm Stone aggregate

Soil



“PROTECTION IS NOT A 
  PRINCIPLE BUT AN EXPEDIENT”
-Benjamin Disreali-

PROTECTIVE PANELS
A-DECK / E-DECK / U-DECK

Maximize the ROI of a sports facility by providing 

the best possible protection to your key asset: 

the pitch. RSI offers solutions that go beyond 

protecting a natural grass field against the resulting 

contamination when it is converted into a 

temporary events area or even parking space.

The products have been specifically developed and 

designed to answer natural grass and artificial turf 

needs.

They allow for easy installation and produce 

maximum protection. Depending on the 

selected system, these protective panels enable 

the placement of crowds or stages on a field.

Our most robust panels even allow for trucks to be 

driven onto a field.

RSI offers the following protective panel systems:

• A-Deck: 

   Strong enough to carry trucks and vehicles.

• E-Deck: 

   Perfectly suitable to turn a field into a   

   standing area for fans.

• U-Deck: 

    A perfect base for tents and stages.

    Lukas Oil Stadium Minneapolis

Panel Systems a Recreational Systems International Company



Sports Dome

“SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
  REQUIRES HUMAN INGENUITY”
-Dan Shechtman-

a Recreational Systems International Company

SPORTS & 
EVENT DOMES

Extend the opening periods of a sports facility by 

quickly turning a field into an indoor facility when 

needed. Having your own indoor facility will save 

the club the fee required when renting external 

facilities. It also increases solidarity amongst 

members and pushes up revenue from bar sales.

RSI sports and events domes are air-supported 

structures. They provide an excellent solution for 

temporary or permanent coverage of one or more 

tennis courts or sports fields. All domes fully 

comply with all known safety standards. 

The domes are vandal-proof and fitted with 

equipment that maintains perfect indoor climate 

conditions. A specially designed heating system 

maintains a thermal insulation of 3.05 W/m2K. 

As the air support requires less pressure to 

maintain its structure, the air pressure indoors will 

also be much more comfortable for people. 

The translucent fabric or strategically positioned 

windows allow for maximum daylight usages. 

This reduces the need for artificial light, thus saving 

the club on its energy consumption.

Air-supported structures are easy to erect and to 

remove. That is why local governments tend to be 

much quicker and much more willing to issue the 

temporary permission to erect such a facility than 

to grant approval for a brick and mortar facility.

Apart from covering tennis courts and sports fields, 

RSI airdomes are also used to cover pools, 

miniature golf courses and other small facilities. 

They have also become the solution of choice for 

establishing pop-up concert or event venues.

BENEFITS

• Maximizing the facility by becoming an all 

   year-round facility.

• Increase in turnover at the bar.

Quick and easy

Air-supported structures can be erected and 

removed within one day. RSI even offers the 

service of storage and maintenance of rented 

out domes during the outdoor season.



This (2550m2) airdome is installed by European 

Sports Dome. It contains panelflooring for both

hockey and tennis purposes.

AIRDOME & SPORTS PANELS
Hockey- & Tenniscourt Bunnik (NL)

Sports Dome a Recreational Systems International Company



Sports Performance

“LIFTING PERFORMANCE 
TO A HIGHER LEVEL”

a Recreational Systems International Company

• CAMERA SYSTEMS

 

• VIDEO & PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

• PITCH CONCEPTS

Maximize the skills and abilities of your members 

and players by investing in a Skills Park or a camera 

and video analysis system. A Skills park is a 

synthetic turf practice area that consists of a 

number of different obstacle courses,

the obstacles of which have been tufted into the 

carpet. The exercises help players to improve their 

skills and response to ball-behavior. They also 

enable ambitious hockey players to master 3D 

techniques, lifting skills, dragging techniques and a 

wide range of passes, amongst many other skills.

RSI developed the concept together with top Dutch 

player Robert van der Horst and CSign Sports. 

The yarn density and fiber height to achieve the 

required characteristics of the exercise were 

calculated by means of special software used by 

our tufting company. They use a 3D tufting 

technique to produce the Skills park.

BENEFITS

• Fun way to improve your skills.

• Less need for training equipment.

SPORTS
PERFORMANCE

    Skills Park



Sports Performance a Recreational Systems International Company

SMART PLAYER-TRACKING 
SYSTEMS

Today’s technology allows for the recording of 

every movement and the communication of many 

different parameters. RSI combines the finest 

components that enable players and technical staff 

to obtain vital knowledge about a performance. 

Footage recorded with high-speed and high-sen-

sitivity cameras provide a wealth of information. 

Once loaded into our software system, clips can be 

assessed, reviewed and cut to allow players to up 

their game.  

The equipment is carefully calibrated and truly 

excels when working together with our LED 

floodlight system. The absence of a frequency 

discrepancy between the camera and the 

electronically charged illumination system, 

guarantees a clear picture that shows every detail. 

BENEFITS

• Improved player experience

• Leading edge over the opposition

HEALTH 
MONITORING

GPS tracking and Heart Rate Monitoring devices 

help players and technical staff to manage the 

performance of each player. Preventing fatigue and 

unnecessary injuries has never been easier.

RSI considers these products a welcome and vital 

addition to its innovative solutions that enable 

playing sports. Sports are healthy, exciting and fun, 

but in today’s competitive society it is also of equal 

importance that sports participation is managed 

correctly.

The GPS trackers and Heart Rate Monitoring 
devices RSI supplies are all exactly calibrated. 
They have also been approved by the international 

health organizations..

BENEFITS

• Healthier players.

• Better managed performance.

(Olympic) athletes live longer

In a study published in the British Medical 

Journal, it was revealed that Olympic 

medalists live an average of 2.8 years longer 

than the general population. Apart from their 

regular and intense training regime, this was 

also attributed to their ability to monitor their 

condition.



VIDEO & PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
VIDEO ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Together with our partner TeamTV we have 

developed an online software package that clubs

can use for uploading their videos, tag their 

matches, receive a direct analysis out of those tags 

and share or discuss several or all instances

together with their team players and staff 

members. All game statistics can be viewed 

with a click.

VIDEO ANALYSIS SUPPORT

The European Hockey Group supports teams with 

video tagging and analysis. When a team provides 

their video, we will make sure that it is coded and 

analyzed within 24 hours.

TECHNIQUE ANALYSIS

The European Hockey Group is able to supply a 

full technical analysis on the drag flick technique. 

We share the knowledge and let you know how to 

improve your individual technique of this decisive 

part of our game.

PITCH CONCEPTS

Our hockey park concepts are developed to evolve 

your fundamental skill package. We offer a wide 

range of tools that will help you to reach your goal.

CONCEPTS 

•  Skills Park      •  Mobile Hockey Park
•  Short Corner Park     •  5-a-side Park
•  Athletic Skills Track   

  

HOCKEY / SKILLS PARK

Hockey is becoming increasingly technical and fast. 

These days, ambitious hockey players are required 

to master 3D techniques, lifting skills, dragging 

techniques and a wide range of passes. European 

Hockey Group and Csign Sports are facilitating this 

with the development of high-performance fields.

SHORT CORNER PARK 

A ‘short corner hockey park’ provides the possibility 

to train for this special maneuver in an optimum 

manner. In an entirely closed environment players 

are triggered to improve their technique. This arena 

records both ball speed and motion video.

5-A-SIDE PARK

This explosive game is played by teams consisting 

of five players. Goals can be scored from anywhere 

on the field. This new form of the game is bound to 

become popular soon, as an international 

competition has already started.

MOBILE HOCKEY PARK 

To support sports all around the world we build 

temporary Mobile Parks. These parks can be placed 

in the city centers, at sports clubs or other public 

places.

ATHLETIC SKILLS TRACK

In line with the Dutch study named the Athletic 

Skills Model we are able to produce, supply and 

install Athletic Skills Tracks. These tracks will hand 

over various exercises to train every kind of athlete 

their adaptability, balance, coupling power, kinetic 

differentiation capacity, spatial orientation, 

responsiveness and rhythmic power to become 

the very best of themselves.

     Skills Park MHC Oss

     5-a-side

     Short Corner Park

     Mobile Park Belgium

     Athletic Skills Track

Sports Performance a Recreational Systems International Company



Sports Infra Systems

“MAKING GOLF AVAILABLE FOR 
EVERYONE, ALL YEAR ROUND”

a Recreational Systems International Company

Benefit from our skill and experience by handing 

over the design, construction, maintenance and 

operation of your golf course to RSI. The various 

business units of RSI employ and involve a variety 

of experienced people. This includes golf 

architects, turf care specialists, equipment 

suppliers, landscapers and many more who employ 

their skills at golf courses around Europe.

The RSI vision

Golf attracts a wide variety of people but the game 

is still not considered ‘mainstream’. To achieve 

that, golf should be played in different manners 

and in various ways. This sport is the only sport 

that can be played in a variety of circumstances 

whilst still posing a challenge to every player.

RSI strongly believes in a five-step approach to 

providing golf enthusiasts with a continuously 

changing and challenging experience. One can 

exist without the other but it is advisable to adopt 

the integrated approach at any location in the 

world. Too often, 5-star courses are being built 

without having the backup of the necessary 

player-base or excitement amongst the local 

population.

That is why RSI developed a 5-step approach for 

golf associations, golf clubs, golf investors and 

private people to assist them in (re) considering 

their investment in golf facilities.

The 5-step approach draws on discussions with the 

PGAs of Europe, the national golf associations and 

leading golf experts in the industry. It aims to 

establish a golf infrastructure that enables 

amateurs and professionals, players and 

non-players, the elderly and the young and the 

abled and disabled to play or experience golf 

whenever they see fit. The enthusiasm created for 

the sport will enlarge the scope of the facility.

1. Putting green & hitting cage.

2. Academy facility.

3. Adventure golf.

4. 3-6-9 hole golf course.

5. 18-hole course.

GOLF 
SOLUTIONS



Sports Infra Systems a Recreational Systems International Company

“MAKING GOLF AVAILABLE FOR 
EVERYONE, ALL YEAR ROUND”

1. Putting green & hitting cage

This low-entry solution offers everybody the 

opportunity to have a practice green at home, 

in the office or at the club. It is a mobile solution 

that is an integral part of the surroundings. The 

synthetic golf green allows enthusiasts to train and 

practice golf putting and chipping.

2. 3-6-9 hole golf course

Our 3, 6 or 9-hole golf courses enable players the 

first step into playing the game. Our solution assists

the growing number of clubs, private investors 

and golf teachers in opening a short game course 

facility. We can finish the course with both natural 

and synthetic turf surfaces. Using synthetic turf can 

prolong the season and significantly reduce the 

cost in maintenance, watering, use of chemicals 

and heating.

3. Academy facility

This indoor or outdoor facility consists of 3 

different areas that enable the practicing of basic 

skills. It offers a structured approach to group 

playing and teaching. It can be installed at a golf 

club, a hotel or golf school and requires between 

600-2,000 square meters.

4. Adventure golf

This solution combines what is being offered in 

our putting green and hitting cage offer as well as 

what we include in our academy facility. The 2,000 

to 5,000 square meters facility offers players their 

first real golf game experience. It consists of 

multiple holes and tees towards different flags in 

one or more large chipping and putting greens.

5. 18 Hole course (Championships)

Playing an 18-hole course, 3* or 5*, should 

eventually be any golfer’s dream. Despite Western 

Europe experiencing a trend towards playing a 

9-hole game, the global demand for 18-hole 

courses is still increasing.

Whether to invest in a small practice green, an 

adventure course or an 18-hole facility largely 

depends on the owners strategy. The knowledge 

and expertise available within RSI will go a long 

way toward making a well-informed decision.

5 STEP 
APPROACH



a Recreational Systems International CompanyArtificial & Hybrid Turf

“SUCCESS IS WHERE PREPARATION 
AND OPPORTUNITY MEET”
-Bobby Unser-

Provide players and teams with the best possible 

grass-like surface, no matter the climate 

conditions or location of the facility.

RSI can offer any type of artificial turf, in any 

color and for a variety of sports. The carpets are 

produced from the best yarns possible to ensure 

long-lasting fun and durability. They are made of 

monofilament, monotape, fibrillated fibers or a 

mixture of these. Durability is established by using 

shaped fibers and using the best components in 

the compound mixture.

3G artificial turf carpet for football or rugby can be 

filled in with a variety of infill material. 

This includes, but is not limited to, SBR, EPDM, 

TPE or cork infill. Our Base Panel shock pad system 

ensures maximum comfort for the entire system.

Patented production system

When producing the artificial turf carpets, RSI uses 

a unique and patented Pindot technique.

This technique uses tufting machines to produce 

a carpet that has the characteristics of carpets 

produced via weaving. Woven carpets allow for 

a higher yarn density and variety. The higher the 

yarn density, the better the carpet quality. 

Ball behavior on a woven carpet is also more 

natural compared to that on a carpet that is tufted. 

Moreover, a field that is woven experiences less 

infill splash and, as such, can do with a more liberal 

maintenance regime.

By adopting the Pindot technique, RSI has made 

it possible for clubs at grass root level to have a 

synthetic surface that rivals those being used by 

clubs in international top leagues.

BENEFITS

• Playing characteristics that resemble natural    

   grass in pristine condition.

• Cheap to maintain.

• Higher usage intensity.

SYNTHETIC  
TURF

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

ISO 14001 CERTIFIED

6.000.000 m2 capacity

     Pindot technology



In 2015, the world’s biggest single project was the 

installation of the shooting range facilities for the 

BAKU 2015 GAMES. The “mini” Olympics hosted 

over a 100 countries. The shooting range facilities, 

both indoor and outdoor, were designed, 

assembled,produced and installed with

a low glare ETG quality.

136,000 m2 was installed, making it the biggest 

single-sport installation in Europe to date.

SHOOTING RANGE
Baku (Azerbeidjan)

a Recreational Systems International CompanyArtificial & Hybrid Turf



“THE MEASURE OF WHO WE ARE IS      
 WHAT WE DO WITH WHAT WE HAVE”
-Vince Lombardi-

a Recreational Systems International CompanyArtificial & Hybrid Turf

HYBRID 
TURF

Increase the stability and durability of your field 

and answer the call for a natural grass surface.

Natural grass is still the surface of choice for many 

players and managers. However, maintaining these 

fields in good condition can be demanding and 

expensive.

RSI reinforces natural grass fields by replacing a 

maximum of 3% of the surface with artificial turf. 

This carefully guided process will improve the 

sliding properties and resistance to wear and tear 

of the field. It also produces a more stable surface 

and increases its water permeability.

An RSI hybrid field enables a usage that comes 

close to that of an artificial turf field but delivers an 

experience that matches that of natural turf.

BENEFITS

• The perfect balance between the call for 

natural surfaces and maintenance cost.

Calculating hours

A natural grass surface can be used up to 400 

hours while a hybrid surface can endure usage 

of 1,000 hours per year. The usage capacity 

of artificial turf is often set at 1,500 hours per 

year. These capacities can only be guaranteed 

when the field is maintained according to 

the instructions provided by the installing 

company.

Hybrid Turf

Growing layer - Soil - Sand

20% Artificial fibre injected

2 layers of 50mm Hydrorock Panel

Drainage made out of hydrorock

BD 112 HD Units

Stabalized soil



EXCELS IN SPORTS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

WHERE TO FIND US

NL office
Zeelbergseweg 35
5555 LD Valkenswaard
THE NETHERLANDS

BG office
Level 2, office 2
Stamboliski Blvd 84
1301 Sofia 

BULGARIA

BE office
Industriepark West 43
9100  St. Niklaas 
BELGIUM

UK office
Vincent Lodge, 2 Vincent Road 
PO20 9DJ Chichester

UNITED KINGDOM

info@recreationalsystemsint.com  |  www.recreationalsystemsint.com


